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Abstract. This paper describes a machine learning method that enables
robots to learn the capability of linguistic communication from scratch
through verbal and nonverbal interaction with users. The method fo-
cuses on two major problems that should be pursued to realize natural
human-machine conversation: a scalable grounded symbol system and
belief sharing. The learning is performed in the process of joint percep-
tion and joint action with a user. The method enables the robot to learn
beliefs for communication by combining speech, visual, and behavioral re-
inforcement information in a probabilistic framework. The beliefs learned
include speech units like phonemes or syllables, a lexicon, grammar, and
pragmatic knowledge, and they are integrated in a system represented
by a dynamical graphical model. The method also enables the user and
the robot to infer the state of each other’s beliefs related to communi-
cation. To facilitate such inference, the belief system held by the robot
possesses a structure that represents the assumption of shared beliefs and
allows for fast and robust adaptation of it through communication with
the user. This adaptive behavior of the belief systems is modeled by the
structural coupling of the belief systems held by the robot and the user,
and it is performed through incremental online optimization in the pro-
cess of interaction. Experimental results reveal that through a practical,
small number of learning episodes with a user, the robot was eventually
able to understand even fragmental and ambiguous utterances, act upon
them, and generate utterances appropriate for the given situation. This
work discusses the importance of properly handling the risk of being mis-
understood in order to facilitate mutual understanding and to keep the
coupling effective.

1 Introduction

The process of human communication is based on certain beliefs shared by those
communicating. Language is one such shared belief, and it is used to convey
meaning based on its relevance to other shared beliefs [1]. These shared beliefs
are formed through interaction with the environment and other people, and the
meaning of utterances is embedded in such shared experiences.
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From the perspective of objectivism, if those communicating want to logically
convince each other that proposition p is a shared belief, they must prove that the
infinitely nested proposition, “They have information that they have information
that . . . that they have information that p,” also holds. However, in reality, all
we can do is assume, based on a few clues, that our beliefs are identical to those
of the other people we are talking to. In other words, it can never be guaranteed
that our beliefs are identical to those of other people. Because shared beliefs
defined from the viewpoint of objectivism do not exist, it is more practical to
see shared beliefs as a process of interaction between the belief systems held
by each person communicating. The processes of generating and understanding
utterances rely on the system of beliefs held by each person, and this system
changes autonomously and recursively through these two processes. Through
utterances, people simultaneously send and receive not only the meanings of
their words but also, implicitly, information about each other’s system of beliefs.
This dynamical process works in a way that makes the belief systems consistent
with each other. In this sense, we can say that the belief system of one person
couples structurally with the belief systems of those with whom he or she is
communicating [2].

Communication by spoken language is one of the most natural methods for
human-machine interfaces. The progress made in sensor technologies and in the
infrastructure of ubiquitous computing has enabled machines to sense physical
environments as well as the behavior of users. In the near future, machines that
change their behavior according to the situation in order to support human ac-
tivities in everyday life will become more and more common, and for this they
should feature user-centered intelligent interfaces. One way to obtain such in-
terfaces is through personalization [3], and one of the most essential features of
personalized multimodal interfaces is the ability of the machine to share experi-
ences with the user in the physical world. In the future, spoken language inter-
faces will become increasingly important not only because they enable hands-free
interaction but also because of the nature of language, which inherently conveys
meaning based on shared experiences as mentioned above. For us to take advan-
tage of such interfaces, language processing methods must make it possible to
reflect shared experiences.

However, existing language processing methods, which are characterized by
fixed linguistic knowledge, do not satisfy this requirement [4]. In these methods,
information is represented and processed by symbols whose meaning has been
pre-defined by the machines’ developers. In most cases, the meaning of each
symbol is defined by its relationship to other symbols, and it is not connected to
perception or to the physical world. The precise nature of experiences shared by
a user and a machine, however, depends on the situation. Because it is impos-
sible to prepare symbols for all possible situations in advance, machines cannot
appropriately express and interpret experiences under dynamically changing sit-
uations. As a result, users and machines fail to interact in a way that accurately
reflects shared experiences.
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To overcome this problem and realize natural linguistic communication be-
tween humans and machines, the methods should satisfy the following require-
ments.

Scalable Grounded Symbol System: The machines themselves must be
able to create a symbol system that reflects their experiences in natural
ways. Such a symbol system has to include symbols for perceptual cate-
gories, abstract concepts, words, and the map between word sequences (or
forms) and meanings (or functions). The information of language, percep-
tion, and actions should be processed in an integrative fashion. Perceptual
categories should be extracted from this information, and the abstract con-
cepts created based on these categories [5]. The created symbols should then
be embedded in an adaptively changing belief system, in which the rela-
tions among symbols are represented based on experienced events in the
real world. The grounding of the meanings of utterances in conversation in
the physical world was explored in [6] and [7], but they did not pursue the
learning of grounded symbols.

Belief Sharing: In communications, grounded beliefs held by a user and a
machine should ideally be as identical or consistent to each other as possi-
ble, with the machine and the user coordinating their utterances and actions
to form such beliefs. To achieve such coordination, the machines should in-
clude a mechanism that enables the user and machine to infer the state of
each other’s belief system in a natural way. When a participant interprets
an utterance based on their assumptions that certain beliefs are shared and
is convinced, based on certain clues, that the interpretation is correct, he
or she strengthens the confidence that the beliefs are shared. On the other
hand, since the sets of beliefs assumed to be shared by participants actually
often contain discrepancies, the more beliefs a listener needs to understand
an utterance, the greater the risk that the listener misunderstands it. There-
fore, to realize appropriate coupling of belief systems, the computational
mechanism should produce utterances so as to control the balance between
the transmissions of the meanings of utterances and the information on the
state of belief systems. Theoretical research [8] and computational model-
ing [9] focused on the formation of shared beliefs through the transmission
of utterance meanings have attempted to represent the formation of shared
beliefs as a procedure- and rule-driven process. In contrast, we should focus
on the system of beliefs to be used in the process of generating and under-
standing utterances in a physical environment; moreover, it is important to
represent the formation of this system by a mathematical model to achieve
robust communication.

Both of these requirements show that the capability of learning is essential in
communications. The cognitive activities related to a scalable grounded symbol
system and belief sharing can be observed clearly in the process of language acqui-
sition by infants as well as in everyday conversation by adults. To focus on learning
capabilities in communication, we have been taking on the challenge of developing
a method that enables robots to learn linguistic communication capability from
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scratch through verbal and nonverbal interaction with users [10,11,12], instead of
directly pursuing language processing for everyday conversation.

Language acquisition by machines has been attracting interest in various re-
search fields [13], and several pioneering studies have developed algorithms based
on inductive learning by using a set of pairs, where each pair consists of a word
sequence and nonlinguistic information about its meaning. In [14,15,16,17,18],
visual information, rather than symbolic, was given as nonlinguistic informa-
tion. Spoken-word acquisition algorithms based on the unsupervised clustering
of speech tokens have also been described [19,15,17]. In [20,21], the socially in-
teractive process for the evolution of grounded linguistic knowledge shared by
communication agents was examined from the viewpoint of game theory and a
complex adaptive system. In [22], a connectionist model for acquiring the seman-
tics of language through the behavioral experiences of a robot was presented,
focusing on the compositionality of semantics.

In contrast, the method described in this paper focuses on online learning of a
pragmatic capability in the real world through verbal and nonverbal interaction
with humans, as well as consideration to the above two requirements. This ap-
proach enables a robot to develop the pragmatic capability within a short period
of interaction by fast and robust adaptation of its belief system relative to a user.
This fast and robust adaptation is a very important feature, since a typical user
cannot tolerate extended interaction with a robot that does not possessed com-
munication capability and, moreover, situations in actual everyday conversation
continuously change.

The learning method applies information from raw speech and visual observa-
tions as well as behavioral reinforcement, which is integrated in a probabilistic
framework. A system of beliefs belonging to the robot includes speech units
like phonemes or syllables, a lexicon consisting of words whose meanings are
grounded in vision and motion, simple grammar, non-linguistic beliefs, the rep-
resentation of the assumption of shared beliefs, and the representation of the
consistency between the belief systems of the user and the robot. This belief
system is represented by a dynamical graphical model (e.g. [23]), and expands
step-by-step through learning. First, the robot learns the basic linguistic beliefs,
which comprise speech units, lexicon, and grammar, based on joint perceptual
experiences between the user and the robot [10,12]. Then, the robot learns an
entire belief system based on these beliefs online in an interactive way to de-
velop a pragmatic capability [11]. The belief system has a structure that reflects
the state of the user’s belief system; thus, the learning makes it possible for
the user and the robot to infer the state of each other’s belief systems. This
mechanism works to establish appropriate structural coupling, leading to mutual
understanding.

This paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 describes the setting for the robot to
learn linguistic communication. The requirements on a scalable grounded sym-
bol system and belief sharing are mainly addressed from Sec. 3 to Sec. 5 and
in Sec. 6, respectively. Section 3 explains the method of learning speech units,
followed by Sec. 4, which describes the learning method of words referring to
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Fig. 1. Interaction between a user and a robot

objects, motions, and abstract concepts. Section 5 relates to the learning method
of simple grammar. Section 6 addresses the method for learning pragmatic ca-
pability, which enables the structural coupling of belief systems held by a robot
and a user. Section 7 discusses the findings and mentions future works.

2 Setting for Learning

2.1 Interaction

The spoken-language acquisition task in this work was set up as follows. A
camera unit and a robot arm with a hand were set alongside a table, and a
participant and the learning robot saw and moved the objects on the table as
shown in Fig. 1. The robot arm had seven degrees of freedom and the hand had
one. A touch sensor was attached to the robot’s hand. The robot initially did
not possess any concepts regarding the specific objects or the ways in which they
can be moved, nor did it have any linguistic knowledge.

The interactions for step-by-step learning were carried out as follows. First, in
learning speech units, a participant spoke for approximately one minute. Second,
in learning words that refer to objects, the participant pointed to an object
on the table while speaking a word describing it. A sequence of such learning
episodes provides a set of pairs, each of which is comprised of the image of an
object and the speech describing it. The objects used included boxes, stuffed
and wooden toys, and balls (examples are shown in Fig. 2). In addition, in each
of the episodes for learning words referring to motions, the participant moved
an object while speaking a word describing the motion. Third, in each of the
episodes for learning grammar, the participant moved an object while uttering a
sentence describing the action. By the end of this learning, the participant and
the robot had shared certain linguistic beliefs consisting of a lexicon and simple
grammar, and the robot could understand utterances 1 to some extent.
1 No function words are included in the lexicon.
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Fig. 2. Examples of objects used

Finally, in the learning of pragmatic capability, the participant asked the robot
to move an object by making an utterance and a gesture, and the robot acted in
response. If the robot responded incorrectly, the user slapped the robot’s hand.
The robot also asked the user to move an object, and the user acted in response.
The robot’s system of beliefs was formed incrementally, online, through such
interaction.

2.2 Speech and Image Signal Processing

A close-talk microphone was used for speech input. The camera unit contained
three separate CCDs so that three-dimensional information on each scene could
be obtained. The information regarding the position in terms of the depth coor-
dinate was used in the attention-control process.

Speech was detected and segmented based on changes in the short-time power
of speech signals, and objects were detected when they were located at a dis-
tance of 50-80 cm from the stereo camera unit. All speech and visual sensory
output was converted into predetermined features. The speech features used were
Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients [24], which are based on short-time spectrum
analysis, their delta and acceleration parameters, and the delta of short-time
log power. These features (25-dimensional) were calculated in 20-ms intervals
with a 30-ms-wide window. The visual features used were position on the ta-
ble (two-dimensional: horizontal and vertical coordinates), velocity (two-dimen-
sional), L*a*b* components (three dimensions) for the color, complex Fourier
coefficients (eight dimensions) of 2D contours for the shape [25], and the area
of an object (one dimension) for the size. Trajectory of the object’s motion is
represented by a time-sequence of its positions.

3 Learning Speech Units

3.1 Difficulty

Speech is a time-continuous one-dimensional signal. The method learns statis-
tical models of the speech units from such a signal without any transcription
on phoneme sequence nor any boundaries between phonemes being given. The
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difficulty of learning speech units is ascribed to the difficulties of speech segmen-
tation and the clustering of speech segments into speech units.

3.2 Method Using Hidden Markov Models

It is possible to cope with the difficulty described above by using Hidden Markov
Models (HMMs) and their learning algorithm called the Baum-Welch algorithm
[26]. The HMM is a particular form of a graphical model that statistically rep-
resents dynamic characteristics of time-series data. It consists of unobservable
states, each of which has a probability distribution of observed data, and the
probabilities of transitions between them. The Baum-Welch algorithm makes it
possible to perform the segmentation, clustering, and learning of HMM param-
eters simultaneously.

In this method, each speech unit HMM includes three states and allows for
left-to-right transitions. Twenty speech unit HMMs were connected to one an-
other to construct a whole speech unit HMM (Fig. 3), in which transitions were
allowed from the last states of the speech unit HMMs to their first states. All
parameters of this HMM were learned using speech data approximately one
minute in length without any phoneme transcriptions. After learning the speech
unit HMMs, the individual speech unit HMMs h1, h2, h3, ..., and hNp

were
separated from one another by deleting edges between them, and a speech unit
HMM set was constructed. The model for each spoken word was represented by
connecting these speech unit HMMs.

3.3 Number of Speech Units

In the above method, the number Np of speech unit models was determined
empirically. However, ideally it should be learned from speech data. Such a
method has already been presented [10], which learns the number of speech
units and the number of words simultaneously from data comprising pairs of
an image of an object and a spoken word describing it. The model performs in
a batch-like manner using mutual information between the image and speech
observations.

4 Learning Words

4.1 Words Referring to Objects

Difficulty. In general, the difficulty of acquiring spoken words and the visual
objects they refer to as their meanings can be ascribed to the difficulties in
specifying features and extending them.

Specification: The acoustic features of a spoken word and the visual features
of an object to which it refers should be specified using spatiotemporally con-
tinuous audio-visual data. For speech, this means that a continuously spoken
utterance is first segmented into intervals, after which acoustic features are
extracted from one of the segmented intervals. For objects, this means that
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Speech unit HMM h1

h2

h3

Fig. 3. Structure of HMM for learning speech units

an object is first selected for a given situation, and then the spatial part of
the object is segmented; after that, visual features are extracted from the
segmented part of the object.

Extension: In order to create categories for a given word and its meaning, it
is necessary to determine what other features fall into the category to which
the specified features belong. This extension of the features of a word’s refer-
ent to form the word’s meaning has been investigated through psychological
experiments [27]. When shown an object and given a word for it, human
subjects tend to extend the features of the referent immediately to infer
a particular meaning of the word, a cognitive ability called fast mapping
(e.g. [28]), although such inference is not necessarily correct. For machines,
however, the difficulty in acquiring spoken words arises not only from the
difficulty in extending the features of referents but also from that in under-
standing spoken words. This is because the accuracy of speech recognition
by machines is currently much lower than that by humans, meaning it is
not easy for machines to determine whether two different speech segments
belong to the same word category.

Learning Method. The method described here mainly addresses the problem
of extension, in which learning is carried out in an interactive way [12]. The user
shows a physical object to the robot and at the same time speaks the name of
the object or its description. The robot then decides whether the input word is
a word in its vocabulary (whether it is a known word) or not (whether it is an
unknown word). If the robot judges that the input word is an unknown word, it
enters the word into its vocabulary. If the robot judges that it cannot make an
accurate decision, it asks the user a question to confirm whether the input word
is part of its vocabulary. For the robot to make a correct decision, it uses not
only speech but also visual information about the objects to make an accurate
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Fig. 4. A scene in which utterances were made and understood

decision about an unknown word. For example, when the user shows an orange
and says the word /�rin�/, even if the speech recognizer outputs an unknown
word /are��/ as the first candidate, the system can modify it to the correct word
/�rin�/ in the lexicon using visual clues. Such a decision is carried out by using a
function that represents the confidence that an input pair of image o and speech
s belongs to each existing word category w and is adaptively changed online.

Each word or lexical item to be learned includes statistical models, p(s|w)
and p(o|w), for the spoken word and an object image category for its meaning.
The model for each image category p(o|w) is represented by a Gaussian function
in a twelve-dimensional visual feature space (in terms of shape, color and size),
and learned based on a Bayesian method (e.g. [29]) every time an object image
is given. The Bayesian method makes it possible to determine the area in the
feature space that belongs to an image category in a probabilistic way, even
if only a single sample is given. Learned words include those that refer to the
whole objects, shapes, colors, sizes, and combinations of them. The model for
each spoken word p(s|w) was represented by a concatenation of speech unit
HMMs; this extends a speech sample to a spoken word category.

4.2 Words Referring to Motions

The concept of motion of moving objects represents the time-varying spatial
relation between a trajector and a landmark [30]. In Fig. 4, for instance, if the
stuffed toy in the middle and the box at the right are considered landmarks,
the movements of the trajector are understood as move over and move onto,
respectively. The robot has to infer the landmark selected in each scene, which
is not observed in the learning data. In addition, the coordinates in the space
should be determined to appropriately represent the graphical model for each
concept of a motion.

In the proposed method [31], the concepts regarding motions are represented
by probability density functions of the trajectory u of moved objects. The prob-
ability density function p(u|ot,p, ol,p, w) for the trajectory of the motion referred
by word w is represented by a HMM given the positions ot,p, ol,p of a trajector
and a landmark. The HMMs of the motions are learned while the coordinates
and the landmarks are being inferred based on the EM algorithm, in which
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move-over move-close-tomove-close-to

move-onto move-up

Fig. 5. Examples of trajectories of objects moved in the learning episodes, and selected
landmarks and coordinates

a landmark is taken as a latent variable. Examples of inferred landmarks and
coordinates in the learning of some motion concepts are shown in Fig. 5.

The trajectory for the motion referred by a word is generated by maximizing
the output probability of the learned HMM, given the positions of a trajector
and a landmark. This maximization is carried out by the algorithm described
in [32].

A graphical model of the lexicon containing words referring to objects and
motions is shown in Fig. 6

4.3 Abstract Meanings

The categories that are learned by the previously mentioned methods are formed
directly from perceptual information. However, we have to consider words that
refer to concepts whose levels of abstractness are higher and that are not formed
directly from perceptual information, such as “tool,” “food,” and “pet.” In a
study on the abstract nature of symbols’ meanings [33], it was shown that chim-
panzees could learn the lexigrams (graphically represented words) that refer to
not only individual object categories (e.g. “banana,” “apple,” “hammer” and
“key”) but also the functions (“tool” and “food”) of the objects. They could
also learn the connection between the lexigrams referring to these two kinds of
concepts and generalize it appropriately to connect new lexigrams for individual
objects to one of the lexigrams for functions.

A method enabling robots to have this capability of chimpanzees was pro-
posed in [34]. In that method, the motions given to objects are taken as their
functions. The main problem is the decision regarding whether the meaning of
a new input word is for a concept formed directly from perceptual information
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Fig. 6. A graphical model of a lexicon containing words referring to objects and motions

or for a function of objects. Because these two kinds of concepts are allocated
to the states of different nodes in the graphical model, the problem becomes the
selection of the structures of the graphical model. This selection is performed by
the Bayesian principle with the calculation of posterior probabilities using the
variational Bayes method [35].

5 Learning Grammar

5.1 Difficulty

In learning grammar using moving images of actions and speech describing them,
the robot should detect the correspondence between a semantic structure in the
moving image and a syntactic structure in speech. However, such semantic and
syntactic structures are not observable. While we can extract an enormous num-
ber of structures from a moving image and speech, we ideally select the ones for
which the correspondence between them is the most appropriate. The grammar
should be statistically learned using such correspondences, and inversely used to
extract the correspondence.

5.2 Learning Method

The set comprising triplets of a scene O before an action, the action a, and a
sentence utterance s describing the action, Dg = {(s1, a1, O1), (s2, a2, O2), . . . ,
(sNg

, aNg
, ONg

)}, is given in this order as learning data. Scene Oi includes the set
of positions oj,p and features oj,f concerning color, size, and shape, j = 1, ..., Ji,
of all objects in the scene. The action ai is represented by a pair, (ti, ui), of
trajector object ti and the trajectory ui of its movement.

It is assumed that each utterance is generated based on the stochastic gram-
mar G. The grammar G is learned by maximizing the likelihood of the joint
probability density function p(s, a,O;L,G), where L denotes a parameter set of
the lexicon. This function is represented by a graphical model with an internal
structure that includes the parameters of the grammar G and the conceptual
structure z that the utterance represents (Fig. 7).
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Fig. 7. Graphical model of lexicon and grammar

The conceptual structure used here is expressed with three attributes as the
elements in an image schema - [motion], [trajector], and [landmark] - that are ini-
tially given to the system, and they are fixed. For instance, when the image is the
one shown in Fig. 4 and the corresponding utterance is the sequence of spoken
words ”large Kermit brown box move-onto”, the conceptual structure might be

⎡
⎣

ZT [trajector] : large Kermit
ZL [landmark] : brown box
ZM [motion] : move-onto

⎤
⎦ ,

where the right-hand column contains the spoken word sub-sequences referring
to trajector, landmark, and motion, in a moving image. Let y denote the or-
der of conceptual attributes, which also represents the order of the constituents
with the conceptual attributes in an utterance. For instance, in the above ut-
terance example, the order is [trajector]-[landmark]-[motion]. The grammar is
represented by the set comprising occurrence probabilities of the possible orders
as G = {P (y1), P (y2), ..., P (yk)}. By assuming p(z,O ;L,G) is constant, the
joint log-probability density function is written as

log p(s, a,O ;L,G)

= log
∑

z

p(s|z ;L,G)p(a|z,O ;L,G)p(z,O ;L,G)

≈ α max
z,l

(
log p(s|z ;L,G) [Speech]

+ log p(u|ot,p, ol,p,WM ;L) [Motion]

+ log p(ot,f |WT ;L) + log p(ol,f |WL ;L)

)
. [Static Image of Object]

(1)
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where α is a constant value of p(z,O;L,G). Furthermore, t and l are discrete
variables across all objects in each moving image, and represent, respectively, a
trajector object and a landmark object. In addition, WM , WT , and WL are, re-
spectively, word sequences corresponding to the motion, trajector, and landmark
in the conceptual structure z.

The estimate G̃i of grammar G given ith learning data is obtained as the
maximum values of the posterior probability distribution as

G̃i = argmax
G

p(G |Di
g ;L) . (2)

where Di
g denotes learning sample set {(s1, a1, O1), (s2, a2, O2), . . . , (si, ai, Oi)}.

An utterance asking the robot to move an object is understood using the lexicon
L and the grammar G, and one of the objects in the current scene O is accord-
ingly grasped and moved by the robot arm. The algorithm that understands
speech s infers the conceptual structure z = (WT ,WL,WM ) and generates ac-
tion ã = (t̃, ũ) as

ã = argmax
a

log p(s, a,O ;L, G̃) . (3)

The robot arm is controlled according to the generated trajectory ũ.

6 Learning Pragmatic Capability Based on Coupling of
Belief Systems

6.1 Difficulty

As mentioned in Sec. 1, a pragmatic capability relies on the capability to infer
the state of another participant’s belief system. The computational mechanism
should enable the robot to adapt its assumption of shared beliefs rapidly and
robustly through verbal and nonverbal interaction. It also should control the
balance between transmissions of the meaning of utterances and the information
on the state of belief systems. The following is an example of generating and
understanding utterances based on the assumption of shared beliefs. Suppose
that in the scene shown in Fig. 4 the object on the left, Kermit, has just been
put on the table. If the user in the figure wants to ask the robot to move Kermit
onto the box, he may say, “Kermit box move-onto”. In this situation, if the user
assumes that the robot shares the belief that the object moved in the previous
action is likely to be the next target for movement and the belief that the box
is likely to be something for the object to be moved onto, he might just say
“move-onto”. To understand this fragmental utterance, the robot has to possess
similar beliefs. If the user knows that the robot has acted as he has asked in
response, he would strengthen the confidence that the beliefs he has assumed
to be shared are really shared. Inversely, when the robot wants to ask the user
to do something, the beliefs that it assumes to be shared are used in the same
way. We can see that the former utterance is more effective than the latter in
transmitting the meaning of the utterance, while the latter is more effective in
transmitting the information on the state of belief systems.
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Fig. 8. Belief system of the robot that consists of shared belief and global confidence
functions

6.2 Representation of a System of Beliefs

To cope with the above difficulty, a system of beliefs needs to consist of the
following two parts:

Shared belief function, which represents the assumption of shared beliefs
and is composed of a set of belief modules with values (local confidence)
representing the degree of confidence that each belief is shared by the robot
and the user.

Global confidence function, which represents the degree of confidence for
the shared belief function.

Such a belief system is depicted in Fig. 8. The beliefs we used are those concern-
ing speech, motions, static images of objects, behavioral context, and motion-
object relationship. The behavioral context and motion-object relationship are
represented as follows.

Motion-object relationship BR(ot,f , ol,f ,WM ;R): The motion-object re-
lationship represents the belief that in the motion corresponding to mo-
tion word WM , feature ot,f of object t and feature ol,f of object l are
typical for a trajector and a landmark, respectively. This belief is repre-
sented by a conditional multivariate Gaussian probability density function,
p(ot,f , ol,f |WM ;R), where R is its parameter set.

Effect of behavioral context BH(i, q;H): The effect of behavioral context
represents the belief that the current utterance refers to object i, given be-
havioral context q. Here, q includes information on whether object i was a
trajector or a landmark in the previous action and whether the user’s current
gesture is referring to object i. This belief is represented by a parameter set H.
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6.3 Shared Belief Function

The beliefs described above are organized and assigned local confidence val-
ues to obtain the shared belief function used in the processes of generating
and understanding utterances. This shared belief function Ψ is the extension of
log p(s, a,O;L,G) in Eq. 1. The function outputs the degree of correspondence
between utterance s and action a, and it is written as

Ψ(s, a,O, q, L,G,R,H, Γ )

= max
l,z

(
γ1 log p(s|z ; L,G) [Speech]

+γ2 log p(u|ot,p, ol,p,WM ; L) [Motion]

+γ2

(
log p(ot,f |WT ;L) + log p(ol,f |WL ;L)

)
[Static Image of Object]

+γ3 log p(ot,f , ol,f |WM ;R) [Motion-Object Relationship]

+γ4

(
BH(t, q ;H) + BH(l, q ;H)

))
. [Behavioral Context]

(4)

where Γ = {γ1, . . . , γ4} is a set of local confidence parameters for beliefs corre-
sponding to the speech, motion, static images of objects, motion-object relation-
ship, and behavioral context. Given O, q, L, G, R, H, and Γ , the corresponding
action, ã = (t̃, ũ), understood to be the meaning of utterance s, is determined
by maximizing the shared belief function as

ã = arg max
a

Ψ(s, a,O, q, L,G,R,H, Γ ) . (5)

6.4 Global Confidence Function

The global confidence function f outputs an estimate of the probability that the
robot’s utterance s will be correctly understood by the user, and it is written as

f(d) =
1
π

arctan
(

d− λ1

λ2

)
+ 0.5 , (6)

where λ1 and λ2 are the parameters of this function. Input d of this function is a
margin in the value of the output of the shared belief function between an action
that the robot asks a user to do and other actions in the process of generating
an utterance. Margin d in generating utterance s to refer to action a in scene O
under behavioral context q is defined as

d(s, a,O, q, L,G,R,H, Γ )
= Ψ(s, a,O, q, L,G,R,H, Γ )−max

A �=a
Ψ(s,A,O, q, L,G,R,H, Γ ) . (7)
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Fig. 9. Examples of the shapes of global confidence functions

The examples of the shapes of global confidence functions are shown in Fig. 9.
Clearly, a large margin increases the probability of the robot being understood
correctly by the user. If there is a high probability of the robot’s utterances being
understood correctly even when the margin is small, we can say that the robot’s
beliefs are consistent with those of the user. The example of a shape of such a
global confidence function is indicated by ”strong”. In contrast, the example of
a shape in the case when a large margin is necessary to get a high probability
is indicated by ”weak”. When the robot asks for action a in scene O under
behavioral context q, the robot generates utterance s̃ so as to bring the value of
the output of f as close as possible to the value of parameter ξ, which represents
the target probability of the robot’s utterance being understood correctly. This
utterance can be represented as

s̃ = arg min
s

(
f(d(s, a,O, q, L,G,R,H, Γ ))− ξ

)
. (8)

The robot can increase its chance of being understood correctly by using more
words. On the other hand, if the robot can predict correct understanding with
a sufficiently high probability, it can manage with a fragmental utterance using
a small number of words.

6.5 Learning Methods

The shared belief function and the global confidence function are learned sepa-
rately in the processes of utterance understanding and utterance generation.

The decision function is learned incrementally, online, through a sequence of
episodes, each of which comprises the following steps.

1. Through an utterance and a gesture, the user asks the robot to move an
object.

2. The robot acts on its understanding of the utterance.
3. If the robot acts correctly, the process is terminated. Otherwise, the user

slaps its hand.
4. The robot acts in a different way.
5. If the robot acts incorrectly, the user slaps its hand. The process is termi-

nated.
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The robot adapts the values of parameter set R for the belief about the
motion-object relationship, parameter set H for the belief about the effect of
the behavioral context, and local confidence parameter set Γ . Lexicon L and
grammar G were learned beforehand as described in the previous sections, and
they were fixed. When the robot acts correctly in the first or second trials, it
learns R by applying the Bayesian learning method using the information of
features of trajector and landmark objects ot,f , ol,f and motion word WM in the
utterances. In addition, when the robot acts correctly in the second trial, the
robot associates utterance s, correct action a, incorrect action A done in the
first trial, scene O, and behavioral context q with one another and makes these
associations a learning sample. When the ith sample (si, ai, Ai, Oi, qi) is obtained
based on this process of association, Hi and Γi are adapted to approximately
minimize the probability of misunderstanding as

(H̃i, Γ̃i) = arg min
H,Γ

i∑
j=i−K

wi−j g
(
Ψ (sj , aj , Oj , qj , L,G,Ri,H, Γ )

− Ψ (sj , Aj , Oj , qj , L,G,Ri,H, Γ )
)
, (9)

where g(x) is −x if x < 0 and 0 otherwise, and K and wi−j represent the number
of latest samples used in the learning process and the weights for each sample,
respectively.

The global confidence function f is learned incrementally, online, through a
sequence of episodes that consist of the following steps.

1. The robot generates an utterance to ask the user to move an object.
2. The user acts according to his or her understanding of the robot’s utterance.
3. The robot determines whether the user’s action is correct.

In each episode, the robot generates an utterance that brings the value of
the output of global confidence function f as close to ξ as possible. After each
episode, the value of margin d in the utterance generation process is associated
with information about whether the utterance was understood correctly, and
this sample of associations is used for learning. The learning is done online
incrementally so as to approximate the probability that an utterance will be
understood correctly by minimizing the weighted sum of squared errors in the
most recent episodes. After the ith episode, parameters λ1 and λ2 are adapted
as

[λ1,i, λ2,i]← (1− δ)[λ1,i−1, λ2,i−1] + δ[λ̃1,i, λ̃2,i], (10)

where

(λ̃1,i, λ̃2,i) = arg min
λ1,λ2

i∑
j=i−K

wi−j(f(dj ;λ1, λ2)− ej)2, (11)

where ei is 1 if the user’s understanding is correct and 0 if it is not, and δ is the
value that determines the learning speed.
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Fig. 10. Changes in the values of local confidence parameters

6.6 Experimental Results

Utterance understanding by the robot. Sequence Dd of quadruplets (si, ai,
Oi, qi), i = 1, . . . , Nd, comprising the user’s utterance si, scene Oi, behavioral
context qi, and action ai that the user wants to ask the robot to perform, was
used for the interaction. At the beginning of the sequence, the sentences were
relatively complete (e.g., “green kermit red box move-onto”). Then the lengths of
the sentences were gradually reduced (e.g., “move-onto”) to become fragmental
so that the meanings of the sentences were ambiguous. At the beginning of the
learning course, the local confidence values γ1 and γ2 for speech, static images
of objects, and motions were set to 0.5, while γ3 and γ4 were set to 0.

R could be estimated with high accuracy during the episodes in which rela-
tively complete utterances were given and understood correctly. In addition, H
and Γ could be effectively estimated based on the estimation of R during the
episodes in which fragmental utterances were given. Figure 10 shows changes in
the values of γ1, γ2, γ3, and γ4. The values did not change during the first thirty-
two episodes because the sentences were relatively complete and the actions in
the first trials were all correct. Then, we can see that the value γ1 for speech
decreased adaptively according to the ambiguity of a given sentence, whereas
the values γ2, γ3 and γ4 for static images of objects, motions, the motion-object
relationship, and behavioral context increased. This means that nonlinguistic
information was gradually being used more than linguistic information.

Figure 11 (a) shows the decision error (misunderstanding) rates obtained dur-
ing the course of the interaction, along with the error rates obtained for the
same learning data by keeping the values of the parameters of the shared belief
function fixed to their initial values. In contrast, when fragmental utterances
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Fig. 12. Examples of actions generated as a result of correct understanding and the
weighted ouput log-probabilities from the beliefs, along with the second and third
action candidates, that led to incorrect actions

were provided all over the sequence of interaction, the learning was not effective
(Fig. 11 (b)) because the robot misunderstood the utterances too often.

Examples of actions generated as a result of correct understanding are shown
together with the output log-probabilities from the weighted beliefs in Figs. 12
(a) and (b), along with the second and third action candidates, which led to in-
correct actions. It is clear that each nonlinguistic belief was used appropriately in
understanding the utterances according to their relevance to the situations. Be-
liefs about the effect of behavioral context were more effective in Fig. 12 (a), while
in Fig. 12 (b), beliefs about the concepts for the static images of objects were more
effective than other nonlinguistic beliefs in leading to the correct understanding.

Utterance generation by the robot. A sequence of triplets (a,O, q) consist-
ing of scene O, behavioral context q, and action a that the robot needed to ask
the user to perform was given beforehand for the interaction. In each episode,
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Fig. 13. Changes in the global confidence function (a) and the number of words needed
to describe the objects in each utterance (b), ξ = 0.75
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Fig. 14. Changes in the global confidence function (a) and the number of words needed
to describe the objects in each utterance (b), ξ = 0.95

the robot generated an utterance so as to make the global confidence function
as close to 0.75 as possible. Even when the target value was fixed at 0.75, we
found that the obtained values were distributed widely around it. The initial
shape of the global confidence function was set so as to make f−1(0.9) = 161,
f−1(0.75) = 120, and f−1(0.5) = 100, meaning that a large margin was neces-
sary for an utterance to be understood correctly. In other words, the shape of
f in this case represents weak confidence. Note that when all of the values are
close to 0, the slope in the middle of f is steep, and the robot makes the decision
that a small margin is sufficient for its utterances to be understood correctly.
The shape of f in this case represents strong confidence.

The changes in f(d) are shown in Fig. 13 (a), where three lines have been
drawn for f−1(0.9), f−1(0.75), and f−1(0.5) to make the shape of f easily rec-
ognizable. The episodes in which the utterances were misunderstood are depicted
in the upper part of the graph by the black lozenges. Figure 13 (b) displays the
changes in the moving average of the number of words used to describe the ob-
jects in each utterance, along with the changes obtained in the case when f was
not learned, which are shown for comparison. After the learning began, the slope
in the middle of f rapidly became steep, and the number of words decreased.
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The function became temporarily unstable with f−1(0.5) < 0 at around the 15th
episode. The number of words then became too small, which sometimes led to
misunderstanding. We might say that the robot was overconfident in this period.
Finally, the slope became steep again at around the 35th episode.

We conducted another experiment in which the value of parameter ξ was
set at 0.95. Figure 14 shows the result of this experiment. It is clear that after
approximately the 40th episode the change in f became very unstable, and the
number of words became large. We found that f became highly unstable when
the utterances with a large margin, d, were not understood correctly.

7 Discussion

Sharing the risk of being misunderstood. The experiments in learning a
pragmatic capability illustrate the importance of sharing the risk of not being
understood correctly between the user and the robot. In the learning period for
utterance understanding by the robot, the values of the local confidence param-
eters changed significantly when the robot acted incorrectly in the first trial and
correctly in the second trial. To facilitate the learning, the user had to gradually
increase the ambiguity of utterances according to the robot’s developing ability
to understand them and had to take the risk of not being understood correctly.
In the robot’s learning period for utterance generation, it adjusted its utterances
to the user while learning the global confidence function. When the target un-
derstanding rate ξ was set to 0.95, the global confidence function became very
unstable in cases where the robot’s expectations of being understood correctly
at a high probability were not met. This instability could be prevented by using
a lower value of ξ, which means that the robot would have to take a greater risk
to be understood correctly.

Accordingly, in human-machine interaction, both users and the robots must
face the risk of not being understood correctly and thus adjust their actions
to accommodate such risk in order to effectively couple their belief systems.
Although the importance of controlling the risk of error in learning has generally
been seen as an exploration-exploitation trade-off in the field of reinforcement
learning by machines (e.g. [36]), we argue here that the mutual accommodation of
the risk of error by those communicating is an important basis for the formation
of mutual understanding.

Partiality of information and fast adaptation of function. An utterance
includes only partial information that is relevant to what a speaker wants to
convey to a listener. The method interpreted such an utterance by using the
belief system under a given situation, and this enabled the robot and the user
to adapt to each other rapidly.

In the field of autonomous robotics, the validity of the architecture in which
sub-systems are allocated in parallel has been shown [37]. This architecture can
flexibly cope with two problems faced by systems interacting with the physical
world: the partiality of information and real-time processing [38]. On the other
hand, statistical inference using partial information has been studied intensively,
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particularly in the research on Bayesian networks [39], in which parallel connec-
tion of sub-systems is not necessarily important.

The shared belief function Ψ is a kind of Bayesian network in which a small
number of weighting values Γ are added to some nodes, and it has an architecture
with belief modules allocated in parallel as shown in Eq.4. Due to this structure
of the belief system, the method could successfully cope with the partiality of
information and enable rapid and robust adaptation of the function by changing
weighting values.

Initial setting. No free lunch theory [40] shows that when no prior knowledge
on a problem exists, it is not possible to assume that one learning algorithm is
superior to another. That is, there is no learning method that is efficient for all
possible tasks. This suggests that we should pay attention to domain specificity
as well as versatility.

In the methods described here, the initial setting for the learning was decided
by taking into account the generality and efficiency of language learning. The se-
mantic attributes – [motion], [trajector], and [landmark] – were given beforehand
because they would be general and essential in linguistic and other cognitive pro-
cesses. With this setting, however, the constructions the method could learn were
limited to those like transitive and ditransitive ones. Overcoming this limitation
is a future work.

Integrated learning. In the method, speech units, lexicon, grammar, and prag-
matic capability were learned step-by-step separately. These learning processes,
however, should be carried out simultaneously. In developmental psychology, it
has been shown that a pragmatic capability facilitates the process of learning
other linguistic knowledge, such as the specification of referents in word learning
[41]. The computational mechanism for such cognitive bootstrapping should be
pursued.

Prerequisites for conversation. Language learning can be regarded as a
kind of role reversal imitation [42]. To coordinate roles in a joint action among
participants, they should read the intentions of the others. It is known that
in the very early stage of development infants become able to understand the
intentional actions of others [43] and even to understand that others might have
beliefs different from the ones held by themselves [44].

The method described here enabled the robot to understand the user’s ut-
terances, act, and make utterances to ask the user to act. The roles in this
speak-and-act task, however, were given to the robot and the user beforehand,
and they knew it. For the robot to learn the conversational (speak-and-speak)
capability, the robot should find its role in a joint action by itself and coordinate
it with the user.

Psychological investigation. The experimental results showed that the robot
could learn the system of beliefs that the robot had assumed the user had.
Because the user and the robot came to understand fragmental and ambiguous
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utterances, they must have shared similar beliefs and must have been aware of
that. It would be interesting to investigate through psychological experiments
the dynamics of belief sharing between users and robots.

8 Conclusion

A developmental approach to language processing for grounded conversations
was presented. It can cope with two major requirements that existing language
processing methods cannot satisfy: a scalable grounded symbol system and belief
sharing. The proposed method enabled a robot to learn a pragmatic capability
online in a short period of verbal and nonverbal interaction with a user by rapid
and robust adaptation of its grounded belief system.
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